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I study policy interventions



Outcomes before an intervention



Outcomes after an intervention



Change in the control group outcomes. . .



. . . is counterfactual for treated change



Compare actual and counterfactual changes



Key causal assumption

The change in outcomes in the control group
from pre- to post-intervention
is a valid counterfactual
for the change that would have occurred
in the treated group
in the absence of intervantion



Put another way. . .

The difference between
treated and control
would remain constant
in the absence of intervention



Diff-in-diff is increasingly popular
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Source: PubMed search for "difference-in-difference" OR "difference-in-differences"



For example, the Medicaid expansion of the ACA. . .



. . . which has been extensively studied



Some results are easy & clean

Source: Blavin et al JAMA 11 Oct 2016



Others are harder to see

Source: Blavin et al JAMA 11 Oct 2016



Our research questions

1. Should we match on pre-intervention variables?
2. How useful is a test of parallel pre trends?
3. What does confounding mean in diff-in-diff?
4. What impact do variance patterns have on inference?



[Q1: matching]



[Q1: matching]

1. Should we match on pre-intervention variables?
2. How useful is a test of parallel pre trends?
3. What does confounding mean in diff-in-diff?
4. What impact do variance patterns have on inference?



Recall the Medicaid expansion example

Hospitals in states with
Medicaid expansion

Hospitals in states without
Medicaid expansion
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Many researchers want the groups to be more similar

Hospitals in states with
Medicaid expansion

Hospitals in states without
Medicaid expansion
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Matching is one way to accomplish that

Hospitals in states with
Medicaid expansion

Hospitals in states without
Medicaid expansion
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People often match in diff-in-diff



The REASON for the difference matters

Control
Treated



Suppose a single population



Probability of treatment increases with baseline level

0.34
0.47

0.55
0.65



In the unmatched analysis

Pre intervention, treated group has a higher mean
Post intervention, both groups regress back to their common mean

Control
Treated

Control
Treated



Diff-in-diff estimate is biased

term estimate std.error

(Intercept) -0.178 0.026
trt 0.372 0.036
post 0.233 0.036
post.trt -0.399 0.051



Can match on covariates or outcomes



Choose units from each that are relatively closer together



Unmatched units are more separated



In the matched analysis

Pre intervention, means are the same (by construction)
Post intervention, there’s no regression to the mean

Control
Treated

Control
Treated



Diff-in-diff estimate is unbiased

term estimate std.error

(Intercept) 0.007 0.028
trt 0.012 0.040
post 0.040 0.040
post.trt -0.043 0.056



What if underlying populations are different?

Pre intervention, treated group has different distribution
Post intervention, there’s no regression to the mean

Treated
Control Control

Treated



And the diff-in-diff estimate is unbiased

term estimate std.error

(Intercept) -0.155 0.026
trt 0.336 0.036
post 0.016 0.036
post.trt 0.018 0.051



In the matched analysis

Pre intervention, the two groups have similar distributions
Post intervention, they regress back to their respective means

Treated
Control Treated

Control



And the diff-in-diff estimate is biased

term estimate std.error

(Intercept) 0.023 0.028
trt 0.012 0.039
post -0.155 0.039
post.trt 0.338 0.055



We cannot tell the difference from the data

Same pop, unmatched Same pop, matched

Diff pops, unmatched Diff pops, matched



Lest you think small effect sizes aren’t important



Conclusions

• Matching on levels
• corrects bias
• creates bias
• has nothing to do with bias



Further reading on matching in diff-in-diff



Further reading on matching in diff-in-diff
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pre-treatment outcomes? (Toulouse School of Economics, 2017).
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Ryan, A. M. Well-balanced or too matchy-matchy? The controversy over matching in
difference-in-differences. Health Services Research (2018).
doi:10.1111/1475-6773.13015

Ryan, A. M., Burgess, J. F. & Dimick, J. B. Why we should not be indifferent to
specification choices for difference-in-differences. Health Services Research
(2015). doi:10.1111/1475-6773.12270

Stuart, E. A. et al. Using propensity scores in difference-in-differences models to
estimate the effects of a policy change. Health Services and Outcomes Research
Methodology 14, 166-182 (2014).



[Q2: testing trends]



[Q2: testing trends]

1. Should we match on pre-intervention variables?
2. How useful is a test of parallel pre trends?
3. What does confounding mean in diff-in-diff?
4. What impact do variance patterns have on inference?



Pre-period differences are felt to be important

Hospitals in states with
Medicaid expansion

Hospitals in states without
Medicaid expansion
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“Parallel trends” implies constant difference in the pre-period
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Usual statement: two assumptions

Source: Dimick & Ryan JAMA 2014



Problems with the parallel pre-trends “assumption”

1. Fundamental problem: not an assumption at all
2. Statistical problem: wrong null hypothesis
3. Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient



Fundamental problem: people often test pre trends



The usual test of parallel trends

Fit a regression for pre-period data

E (yit) = β0 + β1trti + β2timet + β3trti timet

Test a null of no slope difference H0 : β3 = 0



Easiest way to “pass” this test is low power

High variance Low variance



The statistical problem: wrong null hypothesis

Under-powered studies "pass"

Well-powered studies "fail"1

1Recall, as N → ∞, Pr(reject H0) → 1



Non-inferiority formulation of the test

Fit a regression to the pre-period data only

E (yit) = β0 + β1trti + β2timet + β3trti timet

Test a null of a large slope difference H0 :| β3 |> δ



This fixes the paradox. . .

Under-powered tests fail to reject

Rejection implies the violation not "too big"



. . . but has terrible power. . .



. . . and requires us to choose a threshold



Varying the threshold
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Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Conceptual problem: neither necessary nor sufficient

Pre Post



Further reading on trends and testing assumptions

Bilinski, A. & Hatfield, L. A. Seeking evidence of absence: Reconsidering tests of
model assumptions. arXiv:1805.03273 [stat] (2018).

Freyaldenhoven, S., Hansen, C. & Shapiro, J. M. Pre-event trends in the panel
event-study design. (National Bureau of Economic Research, 2018).

Hartman, E. & Hidalgo, F. D. An equivalence approach to balance and placebo tests.
American Journal of Political Science (To appear). doi:10.7910/dvn/rynsdg

Kahn-Lang, A. & Lang, K. The promise and pitfalls of differences-in-differences:
reflections on ’16 and Pregnant’ and other applications. (National Bureau of
Economic Research, 2018). doi:10.3386/w24857

Roth, J. Should we adjust for the test for pre-trends in difference-in-difference
designs? arXiv:1804.01208 [econ, math, stat] (2018).



[Q3: confounding]



[Q3: confounding]

1. Should we match on pre-intervention variables?
2. How useful is a test of parallel pre trends?
3. What does confounding mean in diff-in-diff?
4. What impact do variance patterns have on inference?



Confounding in cross-sectional setting



Confounding in two-period settings



Confounding in two-period settings



Confounding with time-varying covariates



Confounding with time-varying covariates



Confounding with time-varying covariates



Confounding with time-varying covariates



Further reading on model specification and confounding

Doudchenko, N. & Imbens, G. W. Balancing, regression, difference-in-differences and
synthetic control methods: A synthesis. (National Bureau of Economic
Research, 2016).

Goodman-Bacon, A. Difference-in-differences with variation in treatment timing.
(2018).

Imai, K. & Kim, I. S. When should we use fixed effects regression models for causal
inference with longitudinal data? (2017).

Kropko, J. & Kubinec, R. Why the two-way fixed effects model is difficult to interpret,
and what to do about it. (2018).

Mummolo, J. & Peterson, E. Improving the interpretation of fixed effects regression
results. Political Science Research and Methods 1-7 (2018).
doi:10.1017/psrm.2017.44

Mora, R. & Reggio, I. Treatment effect identification using alternative parallel
assumptions. (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, 2012).



[Q4: error variance]



[Q4: error variance]

1. Should we match on pre-intervention variables?
2. How useful is a test of parallel pre trends?
3. What does confounding mean in diff-in-diff?
4. What impact do variance patterns have on inference?



Error variance depends on the model



Error variance in real data doesn’t follow standard models



Further reading on error structures and inference

Bertrand, M., Duflo, E. & Mullainathan, S. How much should we trust
differences-in-differences estimates? Quarterly Journal of Economics 119,
249-275 (2004).

Conley, T. G. & Taber, C. R. Inference with "difference in differences" with a small
number of policy changes. The Review of Economics and Statistics 93, 113-125
(2011).

Donald, S. G. & Lang, K. Inference with difference-in-differences and other panel data.
The Review of Economics and Statistics 89, 221-233 (2007).

Rokicki, S., Cohen, J., Fink, G., Salomon, J. A. & Landrum, M. B. Inference with
difference-in-differences with a small number of groups: A review, simulation
study, and empirical application using SHARE data. Med Care 56, 97-105
(2018).
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